QUESTION

ANSWER

The drainage field that runs from Little
York to Canino and the Freeway at the
end of Meadowlink Street Cul-De-Sac was
engineered to flow into 5 or 6 other
drainage ditches south that always fill and
do not accomplish the intent. Can the field
be lowered?

The existing detention pond (HCFCD E10118-00-E-001) belongs to the HCFCD. The
existing flow line/depth of the pond is
controlled by the existing culverts under
Little York, hence,
lowering the depth of the pond by HCFCD
is not possible unless they have long range
plans to lower the pond. This would be a
HCFCD project and not a HPW project.
The HPW project will install berms and/or
remove culverts at Meadowgrove Drive and
Meadowlink Street cul de sacs to minimize
sheet flow from HCFCD E101-18-00-E-001
and into the neighborhood.

On the Little York plan project slide 93
there is a pipe removal at the end of
meadowlink Street Cul-De-Sac. Will they
be replaced or completly omitted? it
caused flooding from their field.

HPW project will install berms and/or
remove culverts at Meadowgrove Drive
and Meadowlink Street cul de sacs to
minimize sheet flow from HCFCD E101-1800-E-001 and into the neighborhood.

Can speed bumps be installed on
Meadowyork Street as it is a major
throughfare that is long and cars pick up
high speed.

Houston Public Words-Transportation and
Drainage Operations has administrative
procedures that the resident can review
and apply for the feasibility and warrant of
installing any new Speed Humps.
EMAIL: ntmp@houstontx.gov
WEBSITE:
https://www.publicworks.houstontx.gov/tdodocuments

The property at 222 Little York is the
business lot that runs along Meadowyork.
It has a drainage ditch that is stagnant. It
is a mosquito hazard and also used to
drain into the Meadowyork Street Ditch.
Not sure who plugged that up?

These subject ditches will be removed and
replaced with a curb and gutter system
with an underground drainage system that
will eliminate the existing road side ditches
in this vicinity.

At 45 and Canino and Sweetwater street This area is outside of the project area
has a lot being built by UPS. It is up 6 to
10 feet higher than the street and only
have normal ditches. It appears that there
is no drainage pond. Will this flood the
Little York, Courlandt/York Meadows
drainage and paving project and has that
along with the freeway feeder been added
into the project?
Are they going to replace/deepend the
ditches in the area?

Meadowgrove, Meadowlink and
Meadowridge , in the Northwest corner of
project area will have existing driveways
and culverts removed and replaced with
larger culverts and wider ditches.

How much is the total cost on this project? 8.5 million dollars

